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Abstract— We present a trajectory and foothold optimization
method that automatically adapts the walking gait for rough
terrain locomotion. We jointly optimize the Center of Mass
(CoM) motion and the foothold locations, while considering
terrain conditions. We use a terrain costmap to quantify
the desirability of a foothold location. We increase the gait’s
adaptability to the terrain by optimizing the step phase duration
and modulating the trunk attitude, resulting in motions with
guaranteed stability. For more details see [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

Legged vehicles present a potential advantage over tradi-
tional wheeled systems since they offer greater mobility in
rough and challenging terrain. However, most legged robots
are still confined to structured and flat terrain. Recently,
trajectory optimization with contacts gained a lot of attention
in the legged robotics community [2][3][4][5]. These opti-
mization problems are often hard to solve, and the automatic
synthesis of behaviors may be limited by the non-convexity
of such domains, e.g. due to local minima. Adaptation
and automatic gait discovery can be solved using low-
dimensional parametric models that capture the most relevant
dynamics [6]. In fact, a combination of low-dimensional
parametric models with a stochastic-based exploration may
be able to generate effective behaviors even without warm-
starting the exploration.

II. OUR APPROACH

Our trajectory optimization method for quadrupedal robots
addresses the locomotion as a coupled planning problem of
CoM motions and footholds, where the foothold locations are
selected using a terrain costmap while the trunk height and
attitude are adapted for coping with different terrain eleva-
tions (see Fig. 1) [1]. First, we optimize a sequence of control
parameters (the Center of Pressure (CoP) displacement, the
phase duration and the foothold locations) given the terrain
costmap. Then, we jointly generate the CoM trajectory and
the swing-leg trajectory using a sequence of parametric
preview models and the terrain elevation map. To realize
the low-dimensional plan, the controller selects appropriate
torque commands, which are computed by the combination
of a trunk controller with a joint-space torque controller.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the trajectory optimization framework for locomotion
on rough terrain [1]. We compute offline an optimal control sequence U∗

given the user’s goals, the actual state s0 and the terrain costmap. Given
this optimal control sequence, we generate the optimal plan S∗ that copes
with the changes in the terrain elevation through trunk attitude planning.
Lastly, the whole-body controller calculates the joint torques τ∗ that satisfy
friction-cone constraints.

The proposed trajectory optimization method increases the
locomotion capabilities compared to our previous framework
[7][8].

Given an initial state s0, we optimize a sequence of control
parameters inside a predefined horizon, and apply the optimal
control of the current phase. We find the sequence of con-
trol parameters U∗, through an unconstrained optimization
problem, given the desired user commands (trunk velocities):

U∗ = argmin
U

∑
j

ωjgj(S(U)), (1)

where S =
[
s1 · · · sN

]
is the sequence of preview states

and N is the planning horizon. The preview state is defined
by the CoM position and velocity (x, ẋ), CoP position p
and the stance support region F, i.e. s =

[
x ẋ p F

]
.

Where F =
[
f1 · · · fj

]
is defined by the position of

the active feet fj . The cost functions and soft-constraints
gi(S) describe: 1) the user command tracking with step
duration and length, and travel direction, 2) the CoM energy,
3) the terrain cost, 4) stability soft-constraint, the i.e. CoP
condition, and 5) the preview model soft-constraint, i.e. the
linear inverted pendulum.
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